
GANG VIOLENCE ESSAY OUTLINE

G H Final Project Outline Gangs and Their Role With The Violence In El Salvador I. Introduction (1 page) a. What
defines gang activity? What do youths.

Robbery, drug dealing, and theft are all commonplace among gang members. Stopping gang violence requires
more than just the law enforcement in solving gang problems. Talk about the influence and consequences of
peer pressure as it is related to drawing youths into gangs, drugs, irresponsible sexual behavior, fighting,
bullying, and other activities which are likely to get the youth into life-long trouble. Has their school suddenly
started to get worse like grades getting worst and worst. Mara Salvatrucha MS is the most dangerous gang in
the U. I figured it must be the same for others as well. If there are, ask your child about them and let them
know you are concerned - and don't stop there. The tradition of it is precisely what makes an ideal stick today,
and what millions of students are singing out against in the School Uniforms topic. Violence is seen among
juvenile delinquency, where teenagers are victims of violence that exists around their neighborhood or violent
acts their peers around them commit. The senior and most dedicated members of a gang are sometimes
referred to as O. What defines gang activity? If more localized programs can be formed, then smuggling can
be cut down from area to area and over time, will disappear. In all fifty of the United States, more types and
groups of gangs are committing more crimes and illegal activity. But to understand gun violence deaths it is
important to understand what exactly gun violence is. If drug trafficking can not be stopped, then there is no
chance of slowing down gangs and the violence they create. There are estimated to be about twenty-nine
thousand, four hundred gangs and seven hundred fifty six thousand gang members all throughout the U.
Within the ranks of gang members there are adolescences who are in charge of the scale from pranksters to
vandals to armed robbers and to murders. He was killed due to a gang related act Fraser. The study will
attempt to address why our local increase in gang violence has reached monumental heights causing an
increase in gang members appearing your court. A lot of gangs will begin inside a prison and then expanded to
the streets. There is NO characteristic children possess which immunizes them against gang activity other than
their moral or ethical position rejection of such behavior. You can talk about the impact of gangs on a child's
academic performance and on the school setting generally. An initiation is a mark of becoming something new
as some cultures believe it is a sign of you being reborn and becoming something new. Finally, the picture
created by the middle school girl, I believe uses ethos, pathos, and logos. Even though some people could
handle it, I feel like having a picture of a dead body might be prevent people from staying on the page and
seeing the message of the visual arguments. Webster, the two poets write about gang related issues discussing
the ill-mannered bikers who cause these problems to other around them. Shootouts have occurred because
other motorcycle gangs like the Vagos are threatening their turf. Youths are forced to go along with the
engagements taken place in the gang which can be cataclysmic to society and themselves These gangs will
claim full control over a region in a community, town, or specific area which will lead to the involvement of
violent crimes and unlawful behavior as a group or even by oneself. Regardless, it is a concern of every
individual; therefore, the criminal justice system has been addressing it for years in different ways. A
contributing factor is that many poorer cities can not or do not prioritize after school or community programs
that could provide a safe and structured way for juveniles to spend their free time. The long range answer to
these questions can only be speculated upon, but in the short term the answers are much easier to find. Also,
there are thousands of other gang members illegally crossing the U. Gang Violence - Gang violence is a
growing problem in this world. What was once a single gang is now a loose network of "franchises" around
the United States. Very few people from neighborhoods such as this are able to go to college because of the
expense and lack of motivation from the students.


